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LOCATION OF U. S. NAVAL FORCES

20 December 1943

1 CVE BOGUE, 4 DD C. E. BADGER, C. INGRAM, DUPONT, CLEMSON (TG 21,13) left Casablanca 8 December to support GUS-23 and operate against submarines; due Norfolk by 29 December.

1 CVE CAND, 3 DD DECATOR, LEARY, SCHENCK (TG 21.14) left Casablanca 18 December to support GUS-24 and operate against submarines.

1 CL SAVANNAH (damaged), 3 DD DALLAS, BERNADO, COLE left Oran early 11 December for Delaware Bay via Bermuda.

3 DD WILKES, SWANSON, ROE, 9 DE DE-144, 145, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246, (TF 65) escorting Convoy GUS 23 left Casablanca 8 December for U.S.

4 DD STEVENSON, STOCKTON, THORN, TURNER, 9 DE DE 130, 131, 132, 146, 147, 148, 239, 247, 248, 1 AO (TF 64) escorting Convoy GUS-24 left Gibraltar 17 December for U.S.

1 CVE CROATIAN, 3 DD NICHOLSON, BROOME (TG 27.4) left Casablanca 19 December for Norfolk.

2 DE DE-161, 696 escorting HMNZS LEANDER left Canal Zone 18 December, due Boston 24 December.

2 DE DE-178, 582, 2 MV left New York 20 December, due Canal Zone 27 December.

1 DD BADGER, 2 AM, 4 AO (TU 29.3.4) left Norfolk 20 December, due Aruba 25 December.

1 DE DE-664 left Bermuda 19 December, due Boston 21 December.

1 DE DE-319 left Charleston 20 December, due Norfolk 21 December.

1 DE DE-662 left Boston 19 December, due Bermuda 21 December.

1 DE DE-179, 1 AE left Norfolk 19 December, due Charleston 21 December.

1 DE DE-410 left Norfolk 19 December, due Bermuda 21 December.

1 DD WHIPPLE, 1 DE DE-169, 2 MV left Guantanamo 18 December, due Canal Zone 21 December.


1 DE DE-392 from Galveston, due Bermuda 23 December.

2 DE DE-888, UR28 left New Orleans 17 December, due Bermuda 22 December.

*Shakedown
1 DD FRANKFORD left Canal Zone 18 December, due Trinidad 21 December, searching for submarine enroute.

1 DD ENDICOTT escorting 1 AO left Fort Arthur 18 December, due Canal Zone 22 December.

1 DE DE-226 left Charleston 18 December, due Bermuda 21 December.

1 DE DE-69, 1 PG, 3 PC, 1 Brazilian Ship escorting Convoy JT-17 left Trinidad 12 December, due off Recife 26 December.

1 DE DE-170, 4 PC joined Convoy JT-16 off Recife 14 December to escort to Trinidad. Due Trinidad 20 December.


4 DE DE-157, 158, 159, 160 (TG 21.4) escorting Convoy TO-11 left Gibraltar 15 December for Arabia.

2 CL MILWAUKEE, CINCINNATI, 1 DD MOPPETT (TG 41.2), due Recife 22 December from patrol. 1 DD DAVIS left TG 41.2 on 18 December, due Freetown 21 December.

1 CL MARBLEHEAD, 1 DD WINSLOW (TG 41.4) left Recife 18 December for ocean patrol.

1 CL MEMPHIS, 1 DD SOMERS (TG 41.5) left Recife 18 December for Ocean Patrol, due return Recife 25 December.

ENDROUTE AFRICA

4 DD BALDWIN, HARDING, THOMPSON, SATTERLEE, 6 DE DE-249, 250, 251, 252, 253, 254, 1 AO, 1 PC (TG 66) plus 1 AT, 1 ARS, 7 YMS's (TG 66.3) escorting Convoy UGS-27 left Norfolk 15 December for N.W. Africa. TG 66.3 detached at Azores for U.K.

1 CVE CORY, 4 DD KENNY, BELKNAP, GREENE, GOLDSBOROUGH, (TG 21.15) left Norfolk 5 December in support of UGS-26.

1 CVE BLOCK ISLAND, 4 DD BULMER, PARROTT, BARKER, PAUL JONES (TG 21.16) left Norfolk 5 December in support of Convoy UGS-27.

IN PORT

1 CL BROOKLYN

13 DD WAINWRIGHT, TRIPPE, FLUMNITT, MIBLACK, BENSON, CLEAVES, MAYO, WOOLSEY, LUDLOW, EDISON, LIVERMORE, EBNER, EICHHORN.

UNITED KINGDOM

1 DD NEVADA
12 DD NELSON, GLENNON, JEFFERS, BUTLER, GERARDI, HERNDON, QUICK, RING, COWIE, KNIGHT, DORAN, EARLE.

ICELAND

2 DD BARRY, GORF

GASCO BAY

5 DD KENDRICK, SHUBRICK, TARBELL, UPMUR, ALDEN
1 SS S-17
5 DE DE-57, 59, 60, 63, 65

PORTSMOUTH

2 SS FURMANO, PAPANITIO, PARROE, PARROE

BOSTON AREA

1 DD NEW JERSEY - ready about 26 December.
1 CV RANGER - ready 1 January.
1 CA AUGUSTA - ready about 28 January.
8 DD CORRY, FISH, CAPP, AVAIL: MACOMB, WAVELM, ELMHURST.
1 DE DE-696

NEWPORT

3 DE DE-150, 180, 693
1 SS PRIMULA

NEW LONDON

23 SS 0-2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, R-9, 15, 3-14, 16, 48, PORPOISE, MACKEREL, SHARK, PIKE, BARRACUDA, BONITA, GUTTIFISH, FLOUNDER, BLUEGILL, AVAIL: R-6, 0-2, BASS
5 DE DE-5, 6, 48, 287, 258

NEW YORK

1 DD ARKANSAS - ready 26 December.
1 CA TUSCALOOSA - ready about 16 January.
1 CL PHILADELPHIA - ready about 5 January.
25 DD AVAIL: MURPHY, ELLIS, SIMPSON, WELLS, HOBBS, KALK, GILLESPIE, RABBITT, BAINBRIDGE, MAC LEISH, MG LAMANAH, DAVIDSON, NERVINE, MADISON, LANSDALE, H.P. JONES, E. HUGHES, TILLMAN, CHAMPLIN, PARKER-BAUL, BOYDE, ORDOMAN, NIELS, NAC KENZIE.

PHILADELPHIA

2 DE AVAIL: DE-109, 109
3 SS SANDLANCE, AVAIL: GACHALOT, S-20
IN PORT (CONT'D)

NORFOLK-CHESAPEAKE AREA
3 DD  IOWA - ready about 10 January 1944
       NEW YORK
       TEXAS
4 CVE  CHARGER
       SANTEE - ready about 21 December,
       GUADALCANAL - ready 27 December.
       MISSION BAY
6 DD  MC COOK, LEA, DOYLE, GREER (FORREST HOBSON)
7 DE  DE-170, 326, 288, 362, Avail: DE-171, 628, 316
CHARLESTON
10 DD  D.W. TAYLOR, J.D. EDWARDS, HALL, HALLIGAN, J.F. TALBOT, J.D. FORD,
       BLAKELEY, BRECKINRIDGE, RIDGE, NAYYANT.
4 DE  DE-48, 206, Avail: DE-326, 384 (J.D. Edwards may be enroute
       Casco Bay)
MIAMI
5 DE  DE-12, 16, 51, 129, 153.
MIXED WEST
1 DE  BAHLOREN
1 DE  DE-326
8 SS  A-2, 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 20, BASHAW
GUANTANAMO
1 SS  S-15
ARUBA
1 DD  GARNICK
BERMUDA
11 DD  *PAUL HAMILTON, *UHLMAN, *NELVIN, *HALSEY POWELL, *NORMAN SCOTT,
23 DE  DE-103, 109, 184, 186, 186, 187, 201, 203, 216, 321, 322, 323,
       324, 325, 385, 386, 387, 388, 389, 390, 392, 682, 697 (Fore-
       going in shakedown).
5 SS  A-1, 5, 7, 16, 18
COCO SOLO
1 DD  PAREX
1 DE  DE-177
4 SS  A-10, 13, *ROCK, BURRELL
TRINIDAD
1 DE  DE-174
1 CA  *CANBERRA
1 SS  S-11
REICHE
1 CL  OMAHA
1 DD  JOUETS
1 DE  DE-178
*Shakedown.
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SOUTHEAST PACIFIC

1 CL TRENTON, 1 DD CLARK in Patrol Area "A".

IN PORT

BALBOA
1 CL CONCORD - avail.
1 DD MC DOUGAL

PACIFIC COAST

3 BB TENNESSEE, MARYLAND, COLORADO, 5 DD PHELPS, HULL, MAC DONOUGH, FARRAGUT, AYWIN, (TG 12.14) left Pearl 16 December, due San Francisco 21 December.

1 CV INTREPID, 3 DD HARADEN, DORTCH, GATLING (TG 12.3) left Balboa 14 December, due San Francisco 22 December.

1 CV LEXINGTON (damaged) left Pearl 17 December, due Seattle 22 December.

3 CVE SANGAMON, CHENANNO, SUWANEE (TG 19.9.9) left Pearl 15 December, due San Diego 21 December.

1 CVE ALTAMANA left Brisbane 6 December for San Diego.

1 CVE *NATOMA BAY left Pearl 17 December, due San Diego 23 December.

1 CL BIRMINGHAM (damaged) left Pearl 18 December, due San Francisco 22 December.

1 CL BILOXI left Pearl 20 December, due San Francisco 24 December.

4 DD MORRIS, ANDERSON, HUGHES, RUSSELL (TG 12.5) left Pearl 16 December, due San Diego 21 December.

1 DD MUSTIN left Pearl 19 December, due San Diego 24 December.

2 DD DEWEY, MURAGHAN left Pearl 18 December, due San Francisco 22 December.

2 DD PATTERSON (damaged), DALE left Pearl 16 December, due San Francisco 22 December.

1 SS FARGO left Pearl 15 December, due San Francisco 21 December.

1 DD W.D. PORTER enroute California from Balboa.

1 DE DE-41 left Seattle 18 December, due San Francisco 21 December.
IN PORT

SEATTLE
2 DD CALIFORNIA - ready 15 January.
WEST VIRGINIA - avail.
2 CVE CASABLANCA
LONG ISLAND - avail.
1 CVL FRANCISCO - ready 3 January.
9 DD FOX, HAYFIELD, HERBERT, HULICK, Avail: LITCHFIELD, *JOHNSTON,
GRAYSON, DASHIELL, EDWARDS.

SAN FRANCISCO
1 CV BANFORA - ready 26 December.
1 CVE CORAL SEA
2 CA LOUISVILLE - ready 24 December.
INDIANAPOLIS - ready 2 January.
2 CL SAN DIEGO - Ready 3 January.
SAN JUAN - ready 3 January.
14 DD THE SULLIVANS, ARTHUR READ, Avail: MC CALLA, O'BANNON, CONY, NICHOLAS,
JENKINS, CALDWELL, LA VALLETTE, FLETCHER, RADFORD, THATCHER, TAYLOR,
*STEPHEN POTTER.
1 DE DE-265, Avail: DE-375, 356, 353
14 SS GREYFRIER, Avail: 5-35, AMERTHOUT, JACK, STINGRAY, MOE, LAPON,
GROWLER, MINGO, SHAD, BARB, HARDER, PADDLE.

SAN PEDRO
1 DD KENNISON

SAN DIEGO
1 CVL LANCASTER
6 CVE *TRIVULZI
*MAINE ISLAND
*WHITE PLAINS
MANILA BAY
BARNES
CORREGIDOR
1 AKV KITTAMAN
16 DD CONARD, LAWRENCE, HOBEN, CALLAGHAN, STING, DOWERS, HAGGARD,
PETERSON, ERICK HUNT, WILLIAMSON, *LANS, MC PARLAND, HAYDEN, Avail:
KANG, PORTLAND.
4 DE DE-42, *74, *74A, Avail: *739
9 SS 8-18, 23, 33, 34, 37, 40, *TAMS, Avail: 5-30, 32

NORTH PACIFIC
2 SS 5-42, 46 in Kurile Patrol.

IN PORT

DUTCH HARBOR
2 SS 5-35, 45
1 DE DE-18
*Shakedown.
IN PORT (CONT'D)

20 Dec. 1943

ADAK
2 DD LUCE, SPROSTON
1 DD KINGS damaged
4 DE DE 38, 15, 17, 49

KINSA
1 DE DE 50

ATV
3 CL RICHMOND, RALEIGH, DETROIT
1 SS S-47

CENTRAL PACIFIC

1 CL DENVER (damaged), 1 DD BOYD left Espiritu Santo 20 December for Pearl via Samoa for fuel.

1 CVE NASSAU, 1 DD MILLER left Gilbert Island Area 15 December, due Pearl 21 December.

1 AKV HAMMOND left San Francisco 15 December, due Pearl 21 December.

1 DD TRATHEN, 1 DE DE 30 enroute Pearl from Funafuti via Gilberts.

1 DD CASE left San Francisco 17 December, due Pearl 22 December.

2 DD KNAPP, INGERSSL left San Diego 16 December, due Pearl 21 December.

2 DD DUNLAP, CUNNING left Adak 17 December for Pearl.

2 DE DE 199, 680 escorting 3 APA (TG 12.4) left Balboa 19 December, due Pearl 31 December.

1 DD FANNING left Dutch Harbor 17 December for Pearl.

10 SS GUDERSON, GURHARD, ASPRO, GUNNEL, GRAYBACK, HERRING, FLYINGFISH, BANFISH, SNOK, SAILFISH, on Empire Patrol to return to Pearl or Midway.

13 SS SCULPIN, SCAL, TARPO, SPEARFISH, TUNA, MUSKALLUNGE, POSY, SKATE, FLYER, SEARAVEN, THRESHER, SILVERSIDES, APOGON on Mandate Patrol to return to Pearl or Midway.

PEARL HARBOR

4 BB MISSISSIPPI, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW MEXICO, IDAHO

3 CV YORKTOWN, ESSEX, BUNKER HILL

SECRET

Shakedown.
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PEARL HARBOR (CONT'D)

4 CVE CABOT
    CONROE
    BELLMAH WOOD
    INDEPENDENCE - avail.

1 CVE MICHIGAN
10 CA BOSTON
    PORTLAND - ready about 26 December.
    VICTORIA
    MINNEAPOLIS - ready 24 December.
    SAN FRANCISCO
    NEW ORLEANS - ready 26 December.
    BALTIMORE - ready 24 December.
    CHESTER
    PEARL HARBOR
    SAN DIEGO

3 CL
    MOBILE
    SANTA FE - ready 26 December.
    OAKLAND

49 DD
    ALLEN, CHEY, CAPTEN, GOTTEN, MCGEE, BROWN, HALEY, CRAVEN,
    MURRAY, HANGLEY, JOHN RODGERS, SISBEE, BLACK, KINSMAN, FRANK,
    HARRISON, BAYLY, WALKER, NICKEL, SCHROEDER, HANKWORTH, BANCROFT,
    COCHRAN, COLLINAN, NELLY, STEVENS, KRUSE, HALE, BULLARD, KIDD,
    CHAMPION, WICKES, YOUNG, GODWELL, NEAD, NC GORD, OWE, NAGAR,
    ABERT, BISHERWOOD, BADGER, MUNY, NC CALL, Avail: FRAZIER, STEGEL,
    KIRKMAN, RINGOLD, NOEL, CABLEGOG.

19 DE DE-21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34, 37, 38, 39, 40, 259,
    261, 262, 264

41 SS
    5-28, 41, NAUTILUS, HADDOCK, SAURY, ANGLER, DARTER, DRUM, TRIGGER,
    FLYER, ROBALO, FLAKER, CAR, HAKE, SUNKIS, DACE, GREYFISH, SNapper,
    ARCHER-PIGEON, PULLER, HADD, SEAOLF, SALMON, HALLIBUR, SARGO,
    STEADMAN, PERMIT, TAUTOG, SKIJJACK, CHER, BATFISH, STEELHEAD,
    SCORPION, FINBACK, PAMBO, SWORDFISH, SWORDFISH, Avail: PULLACK, WHALE,
    DOLPHIN, SEADRAGON.

TARAWA
1 DE DE-20

FUKAFUTI
5 DE DE-19, 25, 28, 260, 263

SOUTH PACIFIC

1 DD HALFORD left Pearl 18 December for Espiritu Santo via Fumafuti.
1 DE DE-679 left Balboa 6 December, due Borabora 22 December.
GUADALCANAL - TULAGI AREA

3 CL CLEVELAND, MONTREAL, COLUMBIA
23 DD TERRY, WADSWORTH, HUDSON, BRAINE, FULLAM, SAMSON, RENSHAW, BENNETT, SAUPLEY, WALLER, PRINGLE, GUEST, PHILIP, CONWAY, ANTHONY, RAY, CONVERSE, DIson, CLAIXON, AUSBURN, STANLY, SPENCE, Avail: SIGOURNEY
2 DD FOOTE, SELFRIDGE (damaged)
3 DE DE-11, 165, 167

ESPIRITU SANTO
1 CV BUNKER HILL
1 CVL MONTEREY
2 CVE PR. WILLIAM BRETTON
2 CL HONOLULU
ST. LOUIS
2 DE DE-10, 256
15 DD WAREINGTON, RALC, BRADFORD, WOODWORTH, BROWN, COWELL, STACK, BACHE, STERRET, BOWISON, WILSON, FARMER, LAMBOWNE, LARDNER, BELL
1 SS S-31

EFATE
6 BB WASHINGTON, NO. CAROLINA, ALABAMA, INDIANA, MASSACHUSETTS, SO. DAKOTA, MONTANA, WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS, WASHINGTON, MARYLAND, VIRGINIA
5 DD IZARD, CHARRETT, CONNER, BURNS, LANG

NOUGAUA
1 DD BUCHANAN
7 DE DE-7, 8, 9, 162, 163, 164, 166
1 SS S-38

SOUTHWEST PACIFIC
1 CVE COCHRANE left San Francisco 14 December, due Brisbane 1 January.
1 CL BORE left Balboa 12 December for Milne Bay.
1 DE DE-678 escorting 1 AS left Pearl 10 December for Brisbane.
13 SS CISCO, CABRILLA, POMPON, TINOSA, KINGFISH, RAY, MARWHAL, RASHER, BILLFISH, RATER, BONEFISH, CAPKIN, PUFFER on China Sea Patrol.
5 SS CORVINA, GATO, BALAO, SCAMP, PETO on Patrol New Guinea-Bismarcks Area.

IN PORT
2 CA AUSTRALIA, SHROPSHIRE
2 CL NASHVILLE, PHOENIX
20 DD FLENSBERG, SMITH, BAGLEY, NUGFORD, SUEY, CONROY, MALLEY, LAMSON, HUGHES, REID (BEAK), DRAYTON, ANDERSON, DALY, MAHER, SHAH, HEIN, RALPH, TAILOR, LINDA, WARRNSONG
2 SS BLACKHAW, KENT
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IN PORT (CONT'D)

BRISBANE
1 DD STUART
2 SS ALBACORE, Avail: GUARDFISH

SYDNEY
1 DD VENDETTA

FREMANTLE
2 DD VAN GALLEN, TJERK HIDDES
2 CL ADELAIDE, TRONF
4 SS COD, BLUEFISH, BOWFIN, CREVALLE

*Shakedown.
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LOCATION OF U.S. NAVAL FORCES

1 CVE
Bogue, 4 DD G.E. Badger, O. Ingham, Dupont, Clemson (TG 21.13)
left Casablanca 8 December to support GUS-23 and operate
against submarines; due Norfolk by 29 December.

1 BB
Arkansas, 11 DD MC Lanahan, Davison, Mervine, Tillman, Champlin,
Parker, Laub, Boyle, Ordronaux, Nielsd, Mac Kenzie, 1 AO
(TF 60) escorting Convoy TU-3 left U.K. 30 November for U.S.

1 BB
Nevada, 8 DD Nelson, Glennon, Jeffers, Butler, Gerardi, Herndon,
Quick, Rhind, 1 AO escorting Convoy UT-5 left New York 5 December
for U.K. 4 DD Cowie, Knight, Doran, Earle escorting Boston section
UT-5 depart 6 December to R/V. Escorts both sections compose TF-69.

1 CL
Savannah (damaged) 3 DD Dallas, Bernadou, Cole left Oran 10
December for Delaware Bay via Bermuda.

6 DD
Rodman, Enmons, Ellyson, Hall, Halligan, Macomb at sea.

4 DD
Madison, Lansdale, H.P. Jones, C.F. Hughes, 6 DE DE-133, 134, 135,
168, 172, 173, 1 AO (TF 62) escorting Convoy GUS-22. 1 DD
Mayrant (damaged) in Convoy, left Casablanca 30 November for U.S.

3 DD
Wilkes, Swanson, Roe, 9 DE DE-144, 145, 240, 241, 242, 244, 245, 243,
246 (TF 63) escorting Convoy GUS-23 left Casablanca 8 December
for U.S.

1 DD
Barney, 1 DE DE-177, 1 AG Antaeus (TU 29.1) left Newport 9
December, due Bermuda 11 December.

1 DE
DE-696 left Bermuda 9 December due Boston 11 December.

3 DE
DE-3218, 319, 382 left Bermuda 9 December, due Charleston
11 December.

1 DE
DE-391 left Galveston 10 December due Bermuda 15 December.

3 DD
Baldwin, Harding, Thompson, 2 AM, 1 French DD left Casco Bay
10 December, due Norfolk 12 December, exercising on route.

2 DE
DE-6355 left New York 10 December due Casco Bay 11 December.

1 DE
DE-202 left Charleston 9 December due Bermuda 12 December.

1 DD
Newcomb left Boston 9 December due Bermuda 11 December.

1 DE
DE-254 left Charleston 9 December due New York 11 December.

1 DD
W.D. Porter left Trinidad 8 December due Canal Zone 11 December.
1 DE  DE-398 escorting 1 NV left Newport 10 December due Norfolk 11 December.
1 DE  DE-224 left Key West 8 December, due Bermuda 11 December.
1 SS  BASHAW left New London 8 December due Key West 14 December.
6 DE  DE-53, 54/154, 155, 156, (TG 21.6) escorting Convoy GU-8 left New York 2 December for U.K.
1 DE  De-174, 1 PG, 3 PC, 1 Brazilian ship escorting Convoy JT-15 left Recife 4 December, due Trinidad 14 December.
1 DE  DE-176, 2 PG, 2 PC escorting Convoy TJ-16 left Trinidad 3 December, due Recife 17 December.
1 CL  OMAHA, 1 DD JOUETT (TG 41.1) left Recife 9 December for Barrier Sweep, due return Recife 19 December.
1 CL  MILWAUKEE, 1 DD MOFFETT (TG 41.2) left Recife 27 November for Ocean patrol. (Due Freetown 8 December for fuel.)
1 CL  MARBLEHEAD, 1 DD WINSLOW (TG 41.4) left Recife 6 December to support barrier sweep, due return Recife 16 December.
1 CL  MEMPHIS, 1 DD SOMERS, (TG 41.5) due Recife 13 December from Patrol.

**ENROUTE AFRICA**

3 DD  LIVERMORE, EBERLE, ERIKSSON, 8 DE DE-138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 152, 317, 2 PC, 1 SC, 1 ARS, 1 AO (TF 65) escorting Convoy UGS-26 left Norfolk 5 December for W. Africa.
1 CVE  CARD, 3 DD DECATUR, LEARY, SCHENCK, (TG 21.14) left UGS-25, 25 November to operate against reported submarines vicinity Azores.
1 CVE  CORE, 4 DD KEARNEY, BELKNAP, GREENE, GOLDSBOROUGH, (TG 21.15) left Norfolk 5 December in support of UGS-26.
1 CVE  CROATAN, 3 DD NICHOLSON, BROOME, NO CORMICK (TG 27.4) left Bermuda 9 December, due Casablanca 17 December.
NORTH AFRICA
1 CL BROOKLYN
16 DD WAINWRIGHT, TRIPPE, PLUNKETT, NIBLACK, BENSON, GLEAVES, MAYO,
WOOLSEY, LUDLOW, EDISON, BARRY, GOFF, STEVENSON, STOCKTON, THORN,
TURNER
15 DE DE-130, 131, 132, 135, 136, 137, 146, 147, 148, 157, 158, 159, 160,
239, 247, 248
CASCO BAY
1 BB NEW JERSEY
2 DD BULMER, LEA
4 DE DE-214, 215, 675, 677
1 SS S-17
PEOPLESHIRE
3 SS *PICUDA, *PAMPAITO
BOSTON AREA
1 CV RANGER - ready about 18 December.
1 CA AUGUSTA - ready about 18 December.
5 DD Avail: CORRY, FITCH, FORREST, HOBSON, CAPPS
NEWPORT
2 DE DE-150, 693
1 DD DOYLE
NEW LONDON
24 SS O-2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, R-9, 15, S-14, 16, 48, PORPOISE, MACKEREL,
MARLIN, PIKE, BARRACUDA, BONITA, CUTTLEFISH, *SAND LANCE,
*BLUEGILL, *FLounder, Avail: R-5, O-8, BASS
NEW YORK
1 CA TUSCALOOSA - ready about 16 January.
1 CL PHILADELPHIA - ready about 5 January.
17 DD SHUBRICK, PARROTT, PAUL JONES, BADGER, Avail: MURPHY, ELLIS
BARKER, SATTERLEE, MC COOK, WELLES, HOBBY, KALK, GILLESPIE,
RABBIT, BAINBRIDGE, MAC LEISH, SIMPSON
17 DE DE-216, 250, 251, 253, 676, Avail: DE-5, 6, 47, 48, 57, 59, 60,
62, *150, 249, 257, 268
PHILADELPHIA
2 SS Avail: CACHALOT, S-20
REMED
*Shakedown.
### Norfolk - Chesapeake Area

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ship</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3 BB IOWA</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TEXAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 CVE CHARGER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANTKE - avail.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GUADALCANAL - ready 19 December.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MISSION BAY - ready 18 December.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLOCK ISLAND</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 DD TARRELL, UPSHUR, FRANKFORD, WHIPPLE, CARMICK, ENDICOTT, Avail: KENDRICK, GREER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 DE DE-151, 169, 179, 238, 252, 680, Avail: DE-#161</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Charleston, S.C.

| DE-13-3, 16, 51, 129, 153 |

### Key West

| DE-13-3, 16, 51, 129, 153 |

### Guantanamo

| DE-13-3, 16, 51, 129, 153 |

### Bermuda

| DE-13-3, 16, 51, 129, 153 |

### Coco Solo

| DE-13-3, 16, 51, 129, 153 |

### Trinidad

| DE-13-3, 16, 51, 129, 153 |

---

*Shakedown* (cont'd)
*Shakedown.*
1 CL        TRENTON, 2 DD MC DOUGAL, CLARK in Patrol Area "A ".

IN PORT

BALBOA
1 CVE        INTREPID
1 CVL        LANGLEY
2 CL        CONCORD - avail
            BOISE
7 DD        DORCH, HARADEN, GATING, PICKING, HUNT, HANCOCK, REMY

PACIFIC COAST
1 CVL        PRINCETON left Pearl 9 December due Seattle 14 December
1 CVE        CORAL SEA, 1 AV left Pearl 8 December for San Francisco.
1 CVE        ALTAMARA left Brisbane 6 December for San Francisco.
1 CVE        CORREGIDOR left Pearl 7 December, due San Diego 12 December.
1 CVE        BARNES left Pearl 8 December, due San Diego 14 December.
1 DD        DASHIELL escorting Convoy 4036A (2 ships) left Pearl 8 December for San Francisco.
2 DD        KNAPP, INGERSOLL, left Balboa 7 December, due San Diego 15 December.
2 DD        GRAYSON, THATCHER (damaged) escorting Convoy 4034A (2 APA, 1 AP)
            left Pearl 7 December for San Diego.
1 DE        DE-40 left Seattle 7 December, due San Francisco 11 December.
1 SS        HARDER left Pearl 5 December, due San Francisco 11 December.

IN PORT

SEATTLE
2 BS        CALIFORNIA - ready 15 January, 1944
            WEST VIRGINIA - avail.
3 CVE        CASABLANCA
            *WHITE PLAINS
            LONG ISLAND - avail.
8 DD        FOX, HATFIELD, ABNER READ, *LAWS, HAILEY, Aval: LITCHFIELD,
            AULICK, HULBERT.
1 DE        Aval: DE-*41

SAN FRANCISCO
1 CVE        SARATOGA - ready 28 December.
1 CVE        *WAKE ISLAND
1 CA        LOUISVILLE - ready 24 December.

*Shake down

SECRET

DECLASSIFIED
OSD Letter, 4-3-72
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E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/13/94
SAN FRANCISCO (CONT'D)
1 AKV HAMMONDSPORT
5 DD THE SULLIVANS, Avail: MC CALLA, O'BANNON, CASE, "STEPHEN POTTER
1 DD CONY - damaged
2 DE DE-34, 265
12 SS Avail: S-43, TUNNY, TROUT, JACK, STINGRAY, GROUSER, HOE, LAPON,
GROWLER, MINGO, SHAD, BARB

SAN PEDRO
1 DD KENNISON

SAN DIEGO
4 CVE *MIDWAY
*TRIPOLI
MANILA BAY
COPAHKE
1 AKV KITTYHAWK
9 DD CRANE, LAWRENCE, HOPEWELL, "PORTERFIELD, "JOHNSTON, WILLIAMSON,
MC FARLAND, Avail: ELLET, RATHBURN
9 SS S-18, 23, 33, 34, 37, 40, "TANG, Avail: S-30, 32

NORTH PACIFIC
2 SS S-42, 46 in Kurile Patrol

DUTCH HARBOR
2 SS S-35, 45
1 DE DE-18

ADAK
5 DD LUCE, DUNLAP, CUMMINGS, SPROSTON, PANNING
1 DD KING (damaged)
2 DE DE-14, 17

AMCHITKA
1 DE DE-15

KISKA
1 DE DE-50

ATTU
3 CL RICHMOND, RALEIGH, DETROIT
1 DE DE-49
1 SS S-47

CENTRAL PACIFIC
6 SB WASHINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS, SO.DAKOTA, INDIANA, ALABAMA, NO.CAROLINA,
1 CV EUGENE HILL, 1 CVL MONTEREY, 12 DD LANG, STACK, STEVET, WILSON
"SHOOTER, "SHAKETOWN

DECLASSIFIED
E. O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
NLR 101
By RT, NARA, Date 4/3/94
IZARD, ROYD, CHARDETTE, BRADFORD, CONNER, BROWN, BURNS, COWELL, (TG 50.8) at sea in CenPac Area.

1 BB MARYLAND, 3 CA CHESTER, PENSACOLA, SAALCE LAKE CITY, 3 CVL SANGAMON, SUWANEE, CHEYANNO, 10 DD HARRISON, BAILEY, JOHN RODGERS, SIGBEE, MG EKE, MURRAY, AYLWIN, PARRAGUT, MAHAGNOL, COTTEN, 3 DE DE 21, 22, 23, 2 AM (TF 53) at sea in CenPac Area.

1 BB TENNESSEE, 6 DD HOKL, BANCROFT, GARSHEVORT, COGHAN, EDWARDS, RINGGOLD, 2 APA, 2 AP (TG 53.8) left Gilberts Area 4 December, due Pearl 11 December.

4 DD FRANKS, KIMBERLEY, BLACK, WALKER, 3 DE DE-20, 24, 259 (TG 53.8) at sea in CenPac Area.

1 CA INDIANAPOLIS left Gilberts Area 7 December, due Pearl 11 December.

1 CVL INDEPENDENCE (damaged), 1 DD DEWEY left Funafuti 7 December for Pea.

1 CVE NATOMA BAY left San Diego 9 December, due Pearl 15 December.

1 CA WICHITA left San Francisco 7 December, due Pearl 11 December.

1 CVE NASSAU, 1 DD MILLER left Pearl 8 December for Funafuti Area.

5 DE DE-26, 27, 37, 262, 264 escorting 5 A0 at sea in CenPac Area.

1 DD TRATHEN, 1 DE DE-30 escorting 1 MV left Pearl 3 December for Funafuti.

1 CL BILOXI, 2 DD COHACHAN, HEALY left San Francisco 7 December, due Pearl 11 December.

1 DD HICKOX left San Diego 7 December, due Pearl 12 December.

1 DE DE-33 left San Francisco 5 December, due Pearl 11 December.

1 SS FLASHER left Balboa 1 December, due Pearl 16 December.

1 SS ROBALO left Balboa 3 December, due Pearl 17 December.

1 SS FLOER left Balboa 6 December, due Pearl 20 December.

1 SS ANGLER left Balboa 5 December, due Pearl 19 December.

1 SS HACE left San Francisco 7 December, due Pearl 13 December.

1 SS TAMBAR left San Francisco 8 December, due Pearl 14 December.

11 SS GUDGEON, GUNNARD, ASPRO, GUNNEL, SWORDFISH, HERRING, FLYING FISH, SAWFISH, PENGO, SNORK, SAILFISH on Empire Patrol to return to Pearl or Midway.
CENTRAL PACIFIC (CONT'D)

10 Dec 1943

12 SS SCULPIN, SEAL, TARPOON, SPEARFISH, POGY, MUSKALLONGE, SEADRAGON, SKATE, PLUNGER, SHARAVEN, TUNA, THRESHER, APOGG on Mandate Patrol to return to Pearl or Midway.

IN PORT

PELICAN HARBOR
5 NS MISSISSIPPI - ready 13 December.
    PENNSYLVANIA
    NEW MEXICO
    IDAHO
    COLORADO
4 CV YORKTOWN
    ESSEX
    ENTERPRISE
    LEXINGTON - avail.
3 CVL CABOT
    COPPENS
    BELLEAU WOOD
6 CA BOSTON
    PORTLAND
    MINNEAPOLIS
    SAN FRANCISCO
    NEW ORLEANS
    BALTIMORE
6 CL BIRMINGHAM (damaged)
    MOBILE
    SANTA FE
    OAKLAND
    SAN DIEGO
    SAN JUAN
45 DD ALLEN, CHEW, CAPERTON, HAZELWOOD, FLETCHER, JENKINS, HALFORD, RADFORD, STEVENS, RUSSELL, EBERHARD, HALE, BULLARD, KIDD, CHAMBERY, NICHOLAS, TAYLOR, LA VALLETTE, MUSTIN, WICKES, CALDWELL, GRIDLEY, GRIGG, HERRMAN, BRONSON, YOUNG, COGSWELL, ANDERSON, MEADE, CRAVEN, HUGHES, HULL, MORRIS, SCHROEDER, MC CORD, OWEN, HAGGARD, STENSSON, ABOTT, PHELPS, ISHERWOOD, MACDONOUGH, BADGER, MAURY, MC CALL.
7 DE DE-29, 31, 32, 38, 39, 61, 678
36 SS S-28, 41, NAUTILUS, HADDOK, SAURY, DARTER, PADDLE, DRUM, TRIGGER, GAR, SUNFISH, DACE, GREENLING, SNAPPER, ARCHER-FISH, TULLIBEE, HADD, SEAWOLF, SALMON, HALIBUT, SARGO, STURGEON, PERMIT, SILVERSIDES, TAUTOG, SMACK, CERO, RATFISH, STEELHEAD, SCORPION, PINBACK, SEAHORSE, GRAYBACK, Avail: POLLACK, WHALE, DOLPHIN

PULAUPEI
1 DD DALE
5 DE DE-19, 25, 28, 260, 263

SOUTH PACIFIC

1 CVE BRETON, 1 DD BELL left Pearl 6 December for Espiritu Santo.
SOUTH PACIFIC (CONT'D)

1 CL HONOLULU left Pearl 4 December, due Espiritu Santo 11 December.
1 DE DE-679 left Balboa 6 December, due Borabora 22 December.

IN PORT

GUADALCANAL - TULagi AREA

4 CL CLEVELAND, MONTPELLIER, COLUMBIA, ST LOUIS
27 DD TERRY, MADWORTH, HUDSON, BRAINE, SIGOURNEY, LARDNER, FULLER,
PARKHORE, SAMSON, LANDOWNE, HENSCHER, BENNETT, SAUFLE, WALLER,
FRIDDLE, GUEST, PHILIP, CONWAY, ANTHONY, HATON, WOODWORTH, CONVERSE,
DYSON, CLAYTON, AUBURN, STANLEY, SPENCE
2 DD POOTE, WELSHMAN (Damaged)
3 DE DE-11, 165, 167

ESPIRITU SANTO

1 CVE PR. WILLIAM
1 CL DENVER (damaged)
2 DD WARRINGTON, BALCH
2 DE DE-10, 256
1 SS S-31

NOUMEA

1 DD PATTERSON (damaged)
7 DE DE-7, 8, 9, 162, 163, 164, 166
1 SS S-38

SOUTHWEST PACIFIC

8 DD HUTCHINS, BEALE, BACHE, DALY, BROWNSON, AUMENT, MULLANY, BUSH
(TG 12.2) left Pearl 9 December for Milne Bay.
1 SS REDFIN left Balboa 21 November, due Brisbane 15 December.
11 SS CISCO, EX CABRILLA, CREVALLE, PONSON, TINOSA, HARWAL, BILLFISH, BONE-
FISH, TUNA, CAPKIN, PUFFER on China Sea Patrol.
4 SS CORVINA, GATO, BALAO, PETO on Patrol New Guinea-Bismarcks Area.

IN PORT

MILNE BAY
2 CA AUSTRALIA, SHROPSHIRE
2 CL NASHVILLE, PHOENIX
14 DD PUBLER, SMITH, BAGLEY, MUGFORD, CONYNGHAM, LAMSON, REID, DRAYSTON,
MAHAN, SHAH, HELM, RALPH TALBOT, ARUNTA, WARRAMUNGA
3 SS RAYTON, BLACKFISH, RAY

BRISBANE
2 DD VENDETTA, STUART
3 SS SCAMP, ALBACORE, Avail: GUARDFISH

SYDNEY

1 DD BUCHANAN
SECRET
\Shakedown

SECRET

SECRET
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PREMATURELY
2 DD VAN CLEEF, TJEXK RIDDES
2 CL ADELAIDE, TROMP
5 SS COD, KINGFISH, RASHER, BLUEFISH, BOWFIN

*Shakedown.*
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1 CVE BOGUE, 4 DD G.E. BADGER, O.INGRAM, DUPONT, CLEMSON (TG 21.13) left Casablanca 8 December to support GUS-23 and operate against submarines; due Norfolk by 29 December.

1 CVL LANGLEY, 1 DD REMEM left Delaware Bay 6 December, 1 CL BOISE, 1 DD LEWIS HANCOCK, left New York 6 December to R/V forming TG 27.6; thence to Canal Zone, due 10 December.

1 BB ARKANSAS, 11 DD MC LAMAHAN, DAVISON, MERVINE, TILLMAN, CHAMPLIN, PARKER, LAUB, BOYLE, ORDROMAUX, NIKLDS, MAC KENzie, 1 AO (TF 60) escorting Convoy TU-3 left U.K. 30 November, for U.S.

1 BB NEVADA, 8 DD MELSON, GLENNON, JEFFERS, BUTLER, CHERARDi, HERNDON, QUICK, RHIND, 1 AO escorting Convoy UT-5 left New York 5 December for U.K. 4 DD COWIE, KNIGHT, DORAN, HARRLE escorting BOSTON section UT-5 depart 6 December to R/V. Escorts both sections compose TF-69.

1 BB TEXAS, 2 DD CARMICK, ENDICOTT left New York 8 December due Norfolk 9 December.

6 DD RODMAN, EMMONS, ELLYSON, HALL, HALLIGAN, MACOMB at sea.

4 DD MADISON, LANSDALE, H.P. JONES, C.F. HUGHES, 6 DE DE-133, 134, 135, 168, 172, 173, 1 AO (TF 62) escorting Convoy GUS-22. 1 DD MAYRANT (damaged) in Convoy, left Casablanca 30 November for U.S.

3 DD WILKES, SWANSON, ROE, 9 DE DE-144, 145, 240, 241, 242, 243, 244, 245, 246 (TF 63) escorting Convoy GUS-23 left Casablanca 8 December for U.S.

1 DE DE-*202 left Charleston 9 December due Bermuda 12 December.

1 DD *NEWCOM left Boston 9 December due Bermuda 11 December.

1 DE DE-254 left Boston 9 December due New York 11 December.

3 DE DE-250, 251, 253 left Norfolk 9 December due New York 10 December.

1 DD W.D. PORTER left Trinidad 8 December due Canal Zone 11 December.

1 DE DE-695 escorting 1 MV left Newport late 9 December due Norfolk early 11 December.

1 DD WHIPPLE escorting 1 MV probably left New York 9 December for Norfolk as scheduled.

1 DD Mertz left Boston 8 December, due Bermuda 10 December.


1 DE DE-*324 left Key West 8 December, due Bermuda 11 December.

(*) Shakedown

OSD Letter, 5-3-72

1 SS ROCK, escorted, left New Orleans 5 December, due Canal Zone 10 Dec.

1 SS BASHAW left New London 8 December due Key West 14 December.

1 DE DE-178 escorting 1 AF ARIKL, left Trinidad 8 December, due Guantanamo 10 December.

6 DE DE-53, 54, 56, 154, 155, 156, (TG 21.6) escorting Convoy GU-8 left New York 2 December for U.K.

1 DE DE-174, 1 PG, 3 PC, 1 Brazilian ship escorting Convoy JT-15 left Recife 4 December, due Trinidad 14 December.

1 DE DE-176, 2 PG, 2 PC escorting Convoy TJ-16 left Trinidad 3 December, due Recife 17 December.

1 DD BRECKINRIDGE, 5 PC escorting Convoy TAG-101 left Trinidad 5 December, due Guantanamo 10 December.

1 CL MILWAUKEE, 1 DD MOFFETT (TG 41.2) left Recife 27 November for ocean patrol. (Due Freetown 8 December for fuel.)

1 CL CINCINNATI, 1 DD DAVIS (TG 41.3) left Recife 30 November to support anti-blackjade runner sweep, due return Recife 10 December.

1 CL MARBLEHEAD, 1 DD WINSLOW (TG 41.4) left Recife 6 December to support barrier sweep, due return Recife 16 December.

1 CL MEMPHIS, 1 DD SOMERS, (TG 41.5) due Recife 13 December from patrol.

ENROUTE AFRICA

4 DD STEVENSON, STOCKTON, THORN, TURNER, 9 DE DE-130, 131, 132, 146, 147, 148, 239, 247, 248, 1 SC, 1 AO (TG 64) escorting Convoy UGS-25 left Norfolk 24 November for N.W. Africa.

3 DD LIVERMORE, EBERLE, ERICSSON, 8 DE DE-138, 139, 140, 141, 142, 143, 152, 317, 2 PC, 1 SC, 1 ARS, 1 AO (TG 65) escorting Convoy UGS-26 left Norfolk 5 December for N.W. Africa.

1 CVE CARD, 3 DD DECatur, LEARY, SCHRENK, (TG 21.14) left UGS-25, 25 November to operate against reported submarines vicinity Azores.

1 CVE CORE; 4 DD KEARNY, BELKNAP, GREER, GOLDSBOROUGH, (TG 21.15) left Norfolk 5 December in support of UGS-26.

1 CVE CROATAN, 3 DD NICHOLSON, BROOME, MC CORMICK (TG 27.4) left Bermuda 9 December, due Casablanca 17 December; thence to N. Africa.

(*) Shakedown.
### NORTH AFRICA

2 CL  SAVANNAH (damaged) ready for sea about 15 December.
   BROOKLYN
18 DD  WAINWRIGHT, TRIPPE, PLUNKETT, MIBLACK, BENSON, GLEAVES, DALLAS,
   BERNADOU, COLE, NAYO, WOOLSEY, LUDLOW, EDISON, BARRY, GOFF
6 DE  DE-136, 137, 138, 139, 140, 141

### CASCO BAY

2 DD  NEW JERSEY
5 DD  BULMER, BALDWIN, THOMPSON, HARDING, LEA
4 DE  DE-214, 215, 676, 677
1 SS  S-17

### PORTSMOUTH

5 DE  *EPICURA, *PANPANITO

### BOSTON AREA

1 CV  Ranger - ready about 15 December.
1 CA  Augusta - ready about 15 December.
5 DD  Avail: CORRY, FITCH, FORREST, HOBSON, CAPPs

### NEWPORT

3 DE  DE-150, 177, 693
1 DD  BARNEY

### NEW LONDON

24 SS  0-9, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, R-9, 15, 8-14, 16, 49, PORPOISE, MACKEREL,
   MARLIN, PIKE, BARRACUDA, BONITA, CUTTLEFISH, *SAH LANGE, *BLUEGILL,
   *FLOUNDER, Avail: R-5, 0-8, Bass

### NEW YORK

1 CA  TUSCALOOSA - ready about 16 January.
1 CL  PHILADELPHIA - ready about 5 January.
16 DD  SHUBRICK, DOYLE, PARROTT, PAUL JONES, BADGER, Avail: MURPHY, ELLIS,
   BARKER, BATTERLEE, MC COOK, WELES, HENRY, KALK, GILLESPIE, BABBITT,
   BAINBRIDGE, MAC LEISH, SIMPSON
16 DE  DE-63, 65, 214, 676, Avail: DE-5, 6, 47, 48, 57, 59, CD 62, *180,
   249, 257, 258

### PHILADELPHIA

2 SS  Avail: CACHALOT, 8-20

### BOSTON - CHESAPEAKE AREA

2 DD  IOWA
   NEW YORK
5 CVE  CHARGER
   SANTEE - avail.
   GUADALCANAL - ready 19 December.
   MISSION BAY - ready 16 December.
   BLOCK ISLAND

---

*Shaken up by ORIGINAL
1-10942

---
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NORFOLK - CHESAPEAKE AREA (CONT'D)

4 DD TARBELL, UPHUR, Avail: KENDRICK, GREER
7 DE DE-151, 189, 179, 238, 252, 680, Avail: DE-161

BELLEVUE, D. C.
1 DE DE-170

CHARLESTON
3 DE Avail: J.F. TALBOT, ALDEN, J.D. EDWARDS, BLAKELEY, D.W. TAYLOR,

BIDDLE
3 DE Avail: DE-40, *199, 756, 363

MIAMI
3 DE DE-13, 16, 51, 129, 153

KEY WEST
D. D DAHLGREN
8 SS M-2, 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 20, BURRISH

GUANTANAMO
2 SS 8-12, 15

BERMUDA
2 SS *HALSEY, POWELL, MARSHALL, *WADLEY, *PAUL HAMILTON, *NORMAN SCOTT,
*TWIGS, *NG DEHOR, HAMILTON
28 DE DE-100, 101, 171, 181, 182, 183, 184, 185, 196, 200, 201, 217, 246,
318, 319, 320, 321, 322, 302, 364, 385, 386, 397, 388, 681, 43,
698, 699 (foregoing in shakedown)

COCO SOLO
1 SS 8-13

TRINIDAD
1 DD J.D. FORD
1 DE DE-99
1 CA *CANBERRA
1 SS 8-11

RECEIVE
1 CL OMAHA
1 DD JOUETT
1 DE DE-176

*Shakedown.
Southeast Pacific

1 CL TRENTON, 2 DD MC DOUGAL, CLARK in Patrol Area "A.

In Port

Balboa
1 CV IMPERIAL
1 CL CONCORD - avail
6 DD DORSEY, HARADEN, GATLING, PICKING, HUNT

Pacific Coast

1 CVE CORAL SEA, 1 AV left Pearl 8 December for San Francisco.
1 CVE CORREDIGDOR left Pearl 7 December, due San Diego 12 December.
1 DD DASHIELL escorting Convoy 4036A (2 ships) left Pearl 8 December for San Francisco.
2 DD KNAPP, INGERSOLL, left Balboa 7 December, due San Diego 15 December.
2 DD GRAYSON, THATCHER (damaged) escorting Convoy 4035A (2 APA, 1 AP) left Pearl 7 December for San Diego.
1 DE DE-265 escorting Convoy 4016 (10 ships) left Pearl 30 November for San Francisco.
1 DE DE-40 left Seattle 7 December, due San Francisco 10 December.
1 SS HARDER left Pearl 5 December, due San Francisco 11 December.

Seattle

2 BB CALIFORNIA - ready 5 January, 1944.
WEST VIRGINIA - avail.
2 CVE CASABLANCA -
LONG ISLAND - avail.
6 DD FOX, HATFIELD, APNER READ, #LAM, Avail: LITCHFIELD, AULICK, HAIKEL, HULBERT
1 DE Avail: DE-941

San Francisco

1 CV SARATOGA - ready 28 December.
1 CVE WADE ISLAND
1 CA LOUISVILLE
1 AKY HAMMONDSPORT
5 SS Avail: MC CALLA, O'BANNON, #THE SULLIVANS, CASE, #STEPHEN POTTER
1 DD CONY - damaged
1 DE DE-34
12 SS Avail: S-43, TUNKY, TROUT, JACK, STINGRAY, GROUSER, HOE, LAPO, GROWLER, MINGO, SHAD, BARB

*Ships

SECRET
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IN PORT (CONT'D)

SAN PEDRO
1 DD KENNISON

SAN DIEGO
4 CVE MIDWAY
*TRIPOLE
*MANILA BAY
*COPEHEE
1 AXV KITTEN
9 DD GRAN, LAWRENCE, HOPE, *PORTERFIELD, *JOHNSON, WILLIAMSON,
MC FISLAND, Avail: ELERT, MATHBURN
5 DE DE-13, 20, 21, 23, 55, 56, 57, 71, 74
9 SS 3-11, 23, 35, 36, 37, 40, 44, 46, 47, 48, 52

NORTH PACIFIC
3 SS 8-42, 44, 46 in Kurile Patrol.

IN PORT

DUTCH HARBOR
2 SS 8-35, 45
1 DE DE-18

ADAK
5 DD LUCE, DUNLAP, CUMMINGS, SPROSTON, FANNING
1 DD KING (damaged)
2 DE DE-14, 17

AMCHITKA
1 DE DE-15

Kiska
1 DE DE-50

Atiu
1 DE DE-49
1 SS 8-47

CENTRAL PACIFIC

6 BB WASHINGTON, MASSACHUSETTS, SO. DAKOTA, INDIANA, ALABAMA, NC. CAROLINA,
1 CV BUNKER HILL, 1 CVL MONTEREY, 12 DD LANG, STACK, STERETT, WILSON,
IZARD, BOYD, CHARRETTE, BRADFORD, CONNER, BROWN, BURNS, COWELL,
(TG 50.8) at sea in CenPac Area.

1 BB MARYLAND, 3 CA CHESTER, PENSACOLA, SALT LAKE CITY, 3 CVL SANGAMON,
SWANEE, CHENANGO, 10 DD HARRISON, BAILEY, JOHN RODGERS, SIBSBE,
MC KEE, MURRAY, AYLWIN, PARRAGUT, MONAGHAN, COPPER, 3 DE DE-31, 32,
23, 2 AM (TB 33) at sea in CenPac Area.

*Shakedown.
TENNESSEE, 6 DD HOEL, BANCROFT, GANSEVOORT, COGHLAN, EDWARDS, RINGOLD, 2 APA, 2 AP (TG 53.8) left Gilberts Area 4 December, due Pearl 11 December.

FRANKS, KIMBERLEY, BLACK, WALKER, 3 DE DE-20, 24, 259, (TG 53.8.8) at sea in GenPac Area.

INDIANA left Gilberts Area 7 December, due Pearl 11 December.

INDEPENDENCE (damaged), 1 DD DEWEY left Funafuti 7 December for Pearl.

MATOMA BAY left San Diego 9 December, due Pearl 16 December.

WICHITA left San Francisco 7 December, due Pearl 11 December.

MABAU, 1 DD MILLER left Pearl 8 December for Funafuti Area.

DE-26, 27, 37, 262, 264 escorting 5 AO at sea in GenPac Area.

TRATHEN, 1 DE DE-30 escorting 1 MV left Pearl 3 December for Funafuti.

BILoxi, 2 DD COLAHAN, HEALY left San Francisco 7 December, due Pearl 11 December.

HALFORD, STEVENS left San Francisco 6 December, due Pearl 10 December.

HICKOX left San Diego 7 December, due Pearl 12 December.

DE-33 left San Francisco 5 December, due Pearl 11 December.

DE-39 left San Francisco 4 December, due Pearl 10 December.

FLASHER left Balboa 1 December, due Pearl 16 December.

ROBALO left Balboa 3 December, due Pearl 17 December.

FLIER left Balboa 6 December, due Pearl 20 December.

ANGLER left Balboa 5 December, due Pearl 19 December.

HAKK left San Francisco 7 December, due Pearl 13 December.

TAMBOR left San Francisco 8 December, due Pearl 14 December.
11 BS GUDGEON, GURHARD, ASPRO, GUNNEL, SWORDFISH, HERRING, FLYING FISH, SAWFISH, PANGO, SNOOK, SAILFISH on Empire Patrol to return to Pearl or Midway.

12 BS BULLPUP, SEAL, TARPON, SPEARFISH, POGY, MUSKALLUNGE, SEADRAGON, SKATE, FLUGGER, SEARAVEN, THRESHER, APOGON on Mandate Patrol to return to Pearl or Midway.

PEARL HARBOR
5 BB MISSISSIPPI - ready 13 December,
   PENNSYLVANIA
   NEW MEXICO
   IDAHO
   COLORADO
   YORKTOWN
   ESSEX
   ENTERPRISE
   LEXINGTON - avai l.
   CABOT
   COMPENS
   BELLEAU WOOD
   PRINCETON

2 CVE BARNES
   BOSTON
   PORTLAND
   MINNEAPOLIS
   SAN FRANCISCO
   NEW ORLEANS
   BALTIMORE

6 CL BIRMINGHAM (damaged)
   MOBILE
   SANTA FE
   OAKLAND
   SAN DIEGO
   SAN JUAN

43 DD ALLEN, CHEW, CAPERTON, HAZELWOOD, FLATCHER, JENKINS, RADFORD, RUSSELL
   BREEN, HALE, BULLARD, KIDD, CHAINLEY, NICHOLAS, TAYLOR, LA-VILLE, YOUNG,
   COGSELL, ANDERSON, MEADE, CHAVENT, HUGHES, HULL, MORRIS
   MUSLIN, WICKES, CALDWEll, GRIDLEY, FRAZIER, HEERMAN, BRONSON
   SCHRODER, MC GORD, OWEN, HAGGARD, STEMBEL, ABBO, PHELPS, ISHERWOOD,
   MAC DONOUGH, BAGGET, MAURY, MC CALL

6 DE DE-29, 31, 32, 33, 261, 678

39 BS 3-2, 31, 32, 41, HADDOCK, SAURY, DARTER, PADDLE, DRUM, TRIGGER, GAR, SUN-
   FISH, NAUTILUS, DACE, GREENLING, SNAKE, ARCHER-FISH, TULLISSE
   HADDO, SEAL, BALMON, HALIBUT, SARGO, STURGEON, PERMIT, SILVERSIDES
   TANTOS, SKIPPAC GROO, HAWFS, STEELHEAD, SCORPION, FINBACK
   GRAYBACK, GRAYBACK, Avail: POLLACK, WHALE, DOLPHIN
SOUTH PACIFIC

A CVE BRETON, 1 DD BELL left Pearl 6 December, for Espiritu Santo.
1 CL HONOLULU left Pearl 4 December, due Espiritu Santo 11 December.
1 DE DE-879 left Balboa 6 December, due Borabora 22 December.

IN PORT

GUADALCANAL - TULAGI AREA
4 CL CLEVELAND, MONTPELIER, COLUMBIA, ST. LOUIS
27 DD TERRY, WADSWORTH, HUDSON, BRAINE, SIGOURNEY, LABRADOR, FILLAM,
FAREHMOLT, SAMPSON, LANDOWNE, REBSHAW, BENNETT, SAFFLEY, WALLER,
PRINGLE, GUEST, PHILIP, CONWAY, ANTHONY, EATON, WOODWORTH, CONVERSE,
DYSON, CLAXTON, AUERBACH, STANLY, SPENCER.
2 DD FOOTE, SELFRIDGE (damaged)
3 DE DE-11, 165, 167

ESPIRITU SANTO
1 CVE FR. WILLIAM
1 CL DENVER (damaged)
3 DD WARRINGTON, BUCHANAN, BALCH
2 DE DE-10, 256
1 SS 9-31

HONG KONG
1 DD PATTERSON (damaged)
7 SS DE-7, 8, 9, 162, 163, 164, 166
1 SS 8-39

SOUTHWEST PACIFIC

6 DD HUTCHINS, BEALE, BACHE, DALY, BROWNSON, AHMEN, MULLANY, BUSH
(TG 12.2) left Pearl 9 December for Milne Bay.
1 SS REDFIN left Balboa 21 November, due Brisbane 15 December.
11 SS CISCO, CREVALLE, CABRILLA, POMON, LADDA, NARWHAL, BILLFISH,
BONEFISH, TUNA, CAPELIN, PUFFER on China Sea Patrol.
3 SS CORVINA, GATO, PETO on Patrol New Guinea-Bismarcks Area.

IN PORT

MILNE BAY
2 CA AUSTRALIA, SHROPSHIRE
1 CL NASHVILLE
15 DD FLUSHER, SMITH, BAGLEY, MUGFORD, CUNYNGHAM, LANSON, REID, MAHAN,
SHAW, HLEM, RALPH TALBOT, ARUMTA, WARRAMUNGA.
4 SS BALAO, RATON, BLACKFISH, RAY

BRISBANE
1 CVE ALTAMAHAY
1 CL PHOENIX

DECLASSIFIED
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IN PORT (CONT'D)

BRISBANE (CONT'D)
3 DD DRAYTON, VENDETTA, SCAMP
3 SS SCAMP, ALBACORE, AVAIL: GUARDFISH

MELBOURNE
1 CL TRUMP

FREMANTLE
2 DD VAN GALEN, TJERK HIDDES
1 CL ADELAIDE
6 SS COD, KINGFISH, RASHER, BLUEFISH, BOWFIN

*Shakedown.*
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1 CV
RANGER, 2 CA TUSCALOOSA, AUGUSTA, 5 DD CORRY, FITCH, FORREST, HOBSON, CAPPs, (TF 68) left Iceland 26 November for sea.

1 CVE
SANTEE, 3 DD BAINBRIDGE, MAC LEISH, SIMPSON (TG 21.11) due Norfolk by 9 December from A/B operations Azores Area.

1 BB
ARKANSAS, 11 DD MC LACHLAN, DAVISON, MERVINE, TILLMAN, CHAMPLIN, PARKER, LAUB, BOYLE, ORDROUX, WIELDS, MAC KENZIE, 1 A0 (TF 60) escorting Convoy TU-3 was scheduled to sail from U.K. 30 November for U.S.

3 DD
RODMAN, EMMONS, ELLYSON left Bermuda 6 November for sea.

3 DD
HOBART, KALK, GILLESPIE, 6 DE DE-5, 6, 47, 48, 257, 258 (TF 61) escorting Convoy GUS-21 left Casablanca 19 November for U.S.

4 DD
MADISON, LANSDALE, R.P. JONES, C.P. HUGHES, 6 DE DE-133, 134, 135, 168, 172, 173, 1 A0 (TF 62) escorting Convoy GUS-22, 1 DD/(damaged) in Convoy, left Casablanca 30 November for U.S. MARYLAND

2 CVE
GUADALCANAL, MISSION BAY, 1 DD WELLES, 2 DE DE-59, 62 (TG 27.9) left Canal Zone 28 November, due Norfolk 4 December. DD thence to Casco Bay and DD's to New York.

1 BB
NEVADA, 2 DD GHERARDI, HERMOND, left Casco Bay 1 December, due New York 2 December.

1 DD
RHIND, left New York 1 December, due New London 2 December.

1 DD
J.D. EDWARDS probably enroute from Trinidad to Charleston as directed by CinCLANT.

1 DD
GREENE, left New York 1 December, due Norfolk 2 December.

1 DD
WHIPPLE left Charleston 30 November, due Casco Bay 3 December.

1 DD
BELKNAP, left New York 1 December, due Norfolk 2 December.

1 DD
NICHOLSON left New York 1 December, due New London 2 December.

1 DD
BAEBITZ left New York about 3 December. Probably left Azores Area 30 November.

2 DD
KNAPP, ENGERSOLL left Norfolk 29 November, due Canal Zone 4 December. 1 DD DE-679 overtakes 1 December from Norfolk and proceeds in company to Canal Zone.

1 DD
BLACKBEARY left Trinidad 30 November, due Charleston 2 December.

1 DD
TWIGGS left Charleston 30 November, due Bermuda 2 December.

1 DD
HAMilton left Casco Bay 30 November, due Bermuda 2 December.
1 DE
DE-388 left Galveston 29 November, due Bermuda 5 December.

1 DD
ALDER, 1 MV left Trinidad 26 November, due Key West 1 December; DD thence to Charleston.

1 DE
DE-178, 1 AF left New York 29 November, due Trinidad 4 December.

1 DE
DE-697 left New Orleans 28 November, due Bermuda 3 December.

1 DE
DE-317 left Charleston 1 December, due Norfolk 2 December.

2 DE
DE-57, 60 escorting 1 USAT left Porta Rico 30 November, due New York 4 December.

3 DE
DE-138, 139, 141 left Casco Bay 1 December, due Norfolk 3 December.

1 SS
FLINT left New London 24 November, due Canal Zone 2 December.

1 DE
DE-175, 1 FY, 3 PC escorting Convoy TJ-15 left Trinidad 22 November, due Recife 8 December.

1 DD
J.D. FORD, 1 PG, 3 PC escorting Convoy JT-14 left Recife 24 November, due Trinidad 4 December.

1 CL
OMAHA, 1 DD JOUETT (TG 41.1) left Recife 29 November to support anti-blockade runner sweep, due return Recife 7 December.

1 CL
MILWAUKEE, 1 DD MOFFETT (TG 41.2) left Recife 27 November for ocean patrol.

1 CL
CINCINNATI, 1 DD DAVIS (TG 41.3) left Recife 30 November to support anti-blockade runner sweep.

1 CL
MARYLEBONE, 1 DD WINSLOW (TG 41.4) due Recife 4 December from ocean patrol.

**E Route - Africa**

4 DD
STEVENS, STOCKTON, THORN, TURNER, 9 DE DE-130, 131, 132, 146, 147, 148, 239, 247, 248, 1 SC, 1 AO (TF 64) escorting Convoy UGS-25 left Norfolk 24 November for N.W. Africa.

1 CVE
BOGUE, 1 DD DUPONT, 3 ABD G.E. BADGER, O. INGRAM, CLEMSON (TG 21.13) operating against submarine concentrations until time to arrive Casablanca 5 December, logistic requirements permitting.

1 CVE
CARD, 3 DD DECATUR, LEARY, SCHNECK, (TG 21.14) left UGS-25, 25 November, to operate against reported submarines vicinity Azores.

2 DD
BARRY, GOF, 1 AV ALBEMARLE (TG 28.8) left Norfolk 28 November, due Casablanca 6 December.

DECLASSIFIED
OSD OCR Rev. 5-3-72

(*) Shakedown.
ENROUTE AFRICA (CONT'D)


IN PORT

NORTH AFRICA
2 CL SAVANNAH (damaged) ready for sea about 15 December.
   BROOKLYN
19 DD WAINWRIGHT, TRIPPE, PLUNKETT, NIBLACK, BENSON, GLEAVES, DALLAS,
   BERNADOU, COLE, MAYO, WOOLSEY, LUDLOW, EDISON, HALL, HALLIGAN,
   MACOMB, WILKES, SWANSON, ROE

UNITED KINGDOM
6 DE DE-64, 68, 69, 70, 149, 694

CASCO BAY
1 BB NEW JERSEY
6 DD EBEBLE, KNIGHT, DORAN, FONTAINE, QUICK, GOLDSBOROUGH
1 SS S-17

PORTSMOUTH
3 SS SAND LANCE, PICUDA, PAMANITO

BOSTON AREA
2 DD Avail: RENEG, COWIE
3 DE DE-140, Avail: DE-140, #680, #959

NEWPORT
2 DE DE-150, 249

NEW LONDON
5 DD ERICKSON, NELSON, JEFFERS, BUTLER, GLENNON
1 DE DE-177
23 SS 0-2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 10, R-9, 15, S-14, 16, 48, PORPOISE, MACKEREL,
   MARLIN, PIKE, BASS, BARRACUDA, BONITA, CUTTLEFISH, BASHAW,
   Avail: R-5, 0-8, BLUEGILL

NEW YORK
1 BB TRIAS
1 CVE CROATAN
2 CL BOISE - ready about 4 December.
   PHILADELPHIA - availability
23 DD SHUEBIRD, LEA, TARBELL, UPHUR, Avail: MURPHY, LEWIS HANCOCK,
   HARDING, THOMPSON, BALDWIN, SATTERLEE, BROOME, MC CORMICK, PARROTT,
   PAUL JONES, BADGER, FRANKFORD, CARMICK, MC COOK, DOYLE, EDICOTT.
21 DE DE-53, 54, 56, 132, 143, 151, 142, 144, 155, 156, 169, 216, Avail:
   DE-63, 65, XX 179, 214, 215, 675, 676, 677, 693

PHILADELPHIA
1 CVE LANGLEY - Ready 6 December
1 DE DE-99
2 SS Avail: CACHALOT, S-20
   SECREBU SECREBU
   (W) Shakedown.
**NORFOLK - CHESAPEAKE AREA**

- **BB** TOWN
- **BB** NEW YORK
- **CV** INTREPID
- **CVE** CHARGER
  - BLOCK ISLAND - ready about 10 December
- **CA** *CABRERA*
- **DD** GATLING, DORNET, KIRK, PICKING, HUNT, HARADEN, LIVERMORE, Avail: HENDRICK, W.D. PORTER, GREER
- **DE** DE-238, 251, 252, 253, Avail: DE-250

**BELLEVUE, D.C.**

- **DE** DE-170

**CHARLESTON**

- **DD** Avail: BARRY, J.F. TALBOT
- **DE** Avail: DE-254, 316

**MIAMI**

- **DE** DE-13, 16, 45, 51, 129, 153

**KEY WEST**

- **DD** DAHLGREN
- **SS** R-2, 4, 10, 11, 13, 14, 20, BURRFISH

**GUANTANAMO**

- **DD** BRECKINRIDGE
- **SS** S-12

**BERMUDA**

- **SS** R-1, 6, 7, 16, 18

**COCOS ISLAND**

- **SS** S-13, 15, *ROMALO, ANGLER

**TRINIDAD**

- **DD** BIDDLE
- **DE** DE-176
- **SS** S-11

**REICHER**

- **DD** SOMERS
- **DE** DE-174

**BAHIA**

- **CL** MEMPHIS

**SECRET**

---

*SECRET*

---

**DECLASSIFIED**

E.O. 12356, Sec. 3.3 or Sec. 3.4
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1 CL TRENTON, 2 DD MC DOUGAL, CLARK in Patrol Area "A".

IN PORT

BALBOA
1 CL CONCORD - avail

PACIFIC COAST

1 CVE MANILA BAY left Pearl 28 November, due San Diego 4 December.
1 CL BILoxi, 2 DD COLMAN, HEALY (TG 12.5) left Balboa 26 November, due San Francisco 4 December.
1 DD COWY (damaged) escorting Convoy 4030 left Pearl 26 November, for San Francisco.
1 DD HICKOX left Balboa 27 November, due San Diego 5 December.
1 DE DE-39 left Seattle 29 November, due San Francisco 2 December.
1 DE DE-265 escorting Convoy 4016 (10 ships) left Pearl 30 November for San Francisco
1 AKV KITTYHAWK left Espiritu Santo 21 November, due San Diego 7 December.
1 SS SHAD left Pearl 30 November, due San Francisco 6 December.

IN PORT

SEATTLE
2 NS CALIFORNIA - ready 15 January, 1944
WEST VIRGINIA - avail
3 CVE CASABLANCA
TRIPOLI
LONG ISLAND - avail
1 CA WICHITA
7 DD FOX, HATFIELD, Avail: ABNER READ, LITCHFIELD, AULICK, *HAILEY, HULBERT
1 DE Avail: DE-440

SAN FRANCISCO
1 AKV HAMMONDSPORT - ready 3 December.
2 CA LOUISVILLE - ready 5 December.
BOSTON
9 DD CRAVEN, MC CALL, BURGER, ISHERWOOD, Avail: STEVENS, MC CALLA, HALFORD, O'BANNON, *SULLIVANS
4 DE DE-32, Avail: DE-33, DE-34, 678
12 SS Avail: S-43, TUNNY, TAMBOR, HAKE, TROUT, JACK, STINGRAY, GROUPER, HOE, LAPON, GROWLER, MINGO

(*) Shakadang
IN PORT (CONT'D)

SAN PEDRO
2 DD LAWRENCE, KENNISON

SAN DIEGO
3 CVE BAY, MIDWAY, COGAN
11 DD CRANE, HOPEWELL, COGSWELL, YOUNG, STEPHEN POTTER, PORTERFIELD, JOHNSTON, WILLIAMSON, MC FARLAND, Avail: ELLET, RATHBURN
6 DE DE-33, 44, 45, 633, 739
7 SS S-18, 23, 33, 34, 37, Avail: 8-30, 32

NORTH PACIFIC
1 DD PROCTOR left Pearl 26 November, due Adak 2 December.
1 DD FANNING left San Francisco 27 November, due Adak 2 December.
1 DD CASE left San Francisco 28 November, due Adak 3 December.
1 DE DE-17 left San Francisco 26 November, due Adak 4 December.
3 SS S-42, 44, 46 in Kurile Patrol.

IN PORT

DUTCH HARBOR
3 SS 8-35, 40, 45

ADAK
3 DD LUCE, DUNLAP, CUMMINGS
1 DD KING (damaged)

AMCHITKA
1 DE DE-18

ATTU
3 CL RICHMOND, RALEIGH, DETROIT
4 DE DE-14, 15, 49, 50
1 SS S-47

CENTRAL PACIFIC
2 CV YORKTOWN, LEXINGTON, 1 CVL COWPENS, 4 CA MINNEAPOLIS, SAN FRANCISCO, NEW ORLEANS, BALTIMORE, 1 CL OAKLAND, 6 DD NICHOLAS, TAYLOR, LA VALLIERE, BULLARD, KIDD, CHURCHESY (TG 50.1) at sea in CenPac Area.
1 CV SARATOGA, 3 DD EDWARDS, BAILEY, GANSEVOORT, (TG 50.2) at sea in CenPac Area.
3 BB MASSACHUSETTS, INDIANA, NC, CAROLINA, 4 DD BOYD, BRADFORD, BROWN, COWELL, (TU 50.2.5) at sea in CenPac Area.
ESSEX, ENTERPRISE, 1 CVL BELLLEAU WOOD, 1 CA PORTLAND, 4 CL MOBILE, SANTA FE, SAN DIEGO, SAN JUAN, 6 DD EMBR, HALE, FLETCHER, RADFORD, JENKINS, RUSSELL (TG 50.3) at sea in CenPac Area.

WASHINGTON, SQ. DAKOTA, ALABAMA, 1 CVL BUNKER HILL, 1 CVL MONTEREY, 8 DD LANG, STACK, STERNET, WILSON, IXARD, CHARRETT, CONNER, BURNS, (TG 50.4) at sea in CenPac Area.

PENNSYLVANIA, NEW MEXICO, IDAHO, 5 CVE LISCOME BAY, CORAL SEA, NASSAU, BANZER, CORREGIDOR 7 DD FHELPS, MAC DONOUGH, MAURY, GRIDLEY, MORRIS, MUSTIN, CALDWELL, (TF 52) left Gilberts Area 29 November for Pearl.

MARYLAND, 4 CA CHESTER, INDIANAPOLIS, PENSACOLA, SALT LAKE CITY, 3 CVL SARGANON, SUNKES, CRENANGO, 15 DD HARRISON, JOHN RODGERS, MC KEE, MURRAY, BLACK, WALKER, SIGEBA, RINGGOLD, AYLWIN, HOKL, BELL, FARRAGUT, MONAGHAN, FRANK, COTTON, 4 DE-20, 22, 24, 259, 2 AM (TG 53) at sea in CenPac Area.

TENNESSEE, 3 DD BANCROFT, COGLAN, MILLER (TG 53.8) at sea in CenPac Area.

FRAZIER, SCHROEDER, 5 APA, 1 AP (TG 53.10.1) left Gilberts Area 25 November for Pearl.

DERBY, KIMBERLY escorting 1 MV (TG 54.8) left Gilberts Area 1 December, due Pearl 10 December.

COLORADO, 1 CVL PRINCETON, 5 DD HAZELWOOD, ANDERSON, MEADE, HUGHS, HULL, 7 APA, 2 AKA (TG 53.8.5) left Gilberts Area 30 November due Pearl 7 December.

OWEN, MC CORD, left San Francisco 28 November, due Pearl 2 December.

DE-26 escorting 1 AO at sea in CenPac Area.

DE-37 escorting 1 AO at sea in CenPac Area.

DE-27 escorting 1 AO at sea in CenPac Area.

DE-252, 264 escorting 2 AO at sea in CenPac Area.

BUSH, BACHE, ASHEHN left Adak 27 November for Pearl.

BEALE, BROWNSON, MULLANY left Adak 30 November for Pearl.

GREENLING, left San Francisco 29 November, due Pearl 6 December.

FLASHER left Balboa 1 December, due Pearl 16 December.

TRIGGER, SUNFISH, DACE, GUDGEON, GUNNELL, SWORDFISH, HERRING, SNAPPER, SARGO, BANFISH, SEAHORSE, FARGO, SHOOL, SAILFISH, HARDER, on Empire Patrol to return to Pearl or Midway.

(*) Shakedown.
12 SS SCULPIN, SEAL, PADDLE, SPEARFISH, SEADRAGON, SKATE, SCORPION, PLUNGER, SHARAVEN, THRASHER, APGON, TINOSA on Mandate Patrol to return to Pearl or Midway.

IN PORT

PEARL HARBOR
1 BB MISSISSIPPI (Est)
1 CVL CABOT
1 CVE BRETON
1 CL HONOLULU
1 CL BIRMINGHAM (damaged)
14 DD ALLEN, CHEW, CAPERTON, DALY, TRATHEN, WICKES, GRAYSON, HUTCHINS, HAGGARD, DASHIELL, HEERNAN, BROWSON, STEINBEK, Avail: ABBOT.
1 DD THATCHER (damaged)
6 DE DE-29, 30, 31, 38, 261, 263,
35 SS S-28, 41, ASPRO, MUSKALLUNGE, TARPON, HADDOCK, SAURY, DARTER, DRUM, GAR, NAUTILUS, ARCHER-FISH, TULLIBEE, HADDO, SEAWOLF, SALMON, BASS, HALIBUT, Wahoo, GURNARD, STURGEON, Pogy, PERMIT, SILVERSIDES, TAUTOG, SKIPJACK, CERO, BAYFISH, STEELHEAD, FLYINGFISH, PINBACK, GRAFITE, Avail: POLLACK, WHALE, DOLPHIN

PUNAFUTI
1 CVL INDEPENDENCE (damaged)
1 DD DALE
6 DE DE-19, 21, 23, 25, 28, 260

SOUTH PACIFIC

4 DD WALLER, SAUFLEY, RENSHAW, FULLAM, at sea in Bougainville Area.

IN PORT

SAMOA
1 CL PHOENIX

NAMBI or SUVA
1 SS B-36

GUADALCANAL - TULAGI AREA
4 CL CLEVELAND, MONTPELIER, COLUMBIA, ST. LOUIS
23 DD TERRY, WADSWORTH, HUDSON, BRAINE, SICOURNEY, SAMSON, BENNETT, FRINGE, GUEST, PHILIP, CONWAY, ANTHONY, RACK, LANDOWNE, LANDMER, PHENEOCH, WOODWORTH, CONVERSE, DYSON, CLAYTON, AUBURN, STANLY, SPENCE
2 DD FOOTE, SELFRIDGE (damaged)
3 DE DE-11, 165, 167

ESPIRITU SANTO
1 CVE FR. WILLIAM
1 CL DENVER (damaged)
3 BB WARRINGTON, BUCHANAN, BALCH
2 DE DE-91, 125
IN PORT (CONT'D)

DIOLASS
1 DD PATTON (damaged)
7 DE DE-7, 8, 9, 162, 163, 164, 166

SOUTHWEST PACIFIC

1 SS KENNED left Balboa 21 November, due Brisbane 15 December.
7 SS CISCO, CHEVALLE, BOWFIN, BLUEFISH, BILLFISH, TUNA, CAPERLIN, on China Sea Patrol.
8 SS HARNHALL, BLACKFISH, ALBACORE, RATON, CONVINA, GATO, RAY, PETO, on Patrol New Guinea-Bismarck Area.

IN PORT

MILNE BAY
2 CA AUSTRALIA, SHROPSHIRE
1 CL NASHVILLE
13 DD FLUSHER, SMITH, BAGLEY, MUGFORD, CONYNGHAM, LAMSON, REID, MAHAN, SHAW, HELM, RALPH TALBOT, ARUNTA, WARRAMUNGA
1 SS BAILO

BRISBANE
1 CVE ALTMAMA
2 DD VENDETTA, DRAYTON
3 SS S-31, GUARDFISH, SCAMP

SYDNEY
1 DD STUART
1 CL TROMP

PREMANTLE
2 DD VAN GALEN, TJERK HIDDENS
1 CL ADELAIDE
7 SS PUFFER, BONIFISH, COD, POMPON, KINGFISH, RASHER, CABRILLA

(*) Shakedown.